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ABSTRACT

A facility is being constructed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

for storage and dissolution of spent zirconium reactor fuels. The dissolution

is carried out in chemical type equipment contained in a large shielded cell.

Th9 design provides for remote operations and maintenance as required. Equipment

predicted to fail within 5 years is designed for remote maintenance.

Each system was fabricated for mockup testing using readily available

materials. The mockups were tested, redesigned, and retested until satisfactory

remote designs were achieved. Records were made of all the work. All design

changes were then incorporated into the ongoing detailed design for the actual

equipment. Several of these systems are discussed and they include valve re-

placement, pump replacement, waste solids handling, mechanism operations and

others.

The mockup program has saved time and money by eliminating many future

problems. In addition, the mockup program will continue through construction,

cold startup, and hot operations.
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1. Diagram of the Fluorine! Facility

2. Dissolution Facility

3. Mockup Area 15 by 20 by 20 feet high

4. Dissolver

5. Product Filter

6. Dissolver Closure

7. Filter Pump

8. Solids Loadout Station

9. In Cell Light Fixture

10. Liquid Sampler

11. Air Filter Changeout



Mockup Testing of Remote Systems for Zirconium Fuel

Dissolution Process at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

INTRODUCTION

A new facility that will play an important role in the storage and reprocessing

of spent fuel from test, research, and defense-related reactors in the United

States is being built at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP). The ICPP

is operated by Exxon Nuclear Idaho Company, Inc., (ENICO) for the U.S. Department

of Energy (DOE) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The facility

is known as Fluorinel and Fuel Storage Facility (FAST). This paper covers the

design and mockup verification of the remotely operated and maintained equipment

for the dissolution process contained in a shielded facility. Figure 1 is a

block diagram of the facility functions, including receiving and storage.

The design basis for the maintenance mode was that equipment expected to fail

in less than 5 years would be remotely maintained; if life expectancy is greater

than 5 years, contact maintenance would be provided. TJiis was further defined

that all equipment containing moving parts would be classed as having a life

expectancy of less than 5 years. Also, since some of the scheduled dissolution

flowsheets require a series of different acids, corrosion may necessitate re-

placement of some piping or equipment in less than 5 years. The dissolver vessel

itself is fabricated from Hastelloy C-4 with a corrosion allowance such that

minimum life is predicted to be greater than 5 years.
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The conceptual design of the FAST Facility-was described in the 2Sth RSTO

Proceedings. The detailed design by The Ralph M. Parsons Company (R.M?) is now

complete, and construction is underway. The process cel l is approximately 6 by

21 by 15 m (2ft by 70 by 50 f t ) deep with 1.52-in (5- f t ) - th ick walls. Salient

features which w i l l provide for the remote operations and maintenance and f a c i l i -

tate contact maintenance are:

o 14 large lead glass viewing windows .

a Provisions for a pair of master-slaves at each window

o An electromechanical manipulator (PaPO

o A crane with a rotating hook and an auxil iary hoist

o TV coverage of the entire cell and inside of sorus vessels

o Various portable power tools, especially impact wrenches

o Hydraulic shears portable and fixed

o Various slings, reach rods, charging rods, etc.

o Various mirrors as required

Figure'2 is an isoniotric of the? dissolution cell 'indicating, most, of these

features. • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • - . .
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Mockup Program

Before final design and construction, each equipment package that was to be

remotely operated and/or remotely maintained was evaluated on the basis of

previous experience with similar equipment at INEL, proven designs at other

locations or by mocking up full scale and testing all functions. This work

was carried out at th& Remote Maintenance Development Facility (RMDF) located

at the INEL. The facility (Figure 3) duplicates closely a large cell arrange-

ment similar to that shown in Figure 2 except the length and height are shortened

considerably. Each mockup unit was designed by RMP to duplicate the desired

mechanical functions exactly as expected for the actual facility. Mild steel

and other readily available materials were spacified v/here function would not

be affected. Most of the fabrication was done by various local shops, thus

achieving timely delivery. As soon as a mockup was delivered, it v/as set up

and the various tests were run as planned. The object of each test run was

to determine that (1) the task could be done remotely using the cell equipment

and viewing features and (2) times required to complete the various tasks were

reasonable, which is a factor of 10 to 50 greater than the time required for

hands-on maintenance.

When a design proved unworkable or too complicated, redesign and rework were

instituted, and the process was repeated until a workable design evolved. As

soon as a successful unit was complete, a record v/as made which included still

pictures, moving pictures, TV tape recordings, and a final report. This material

forms a permanent record for reference, personnel training, and dissemination

of information to others working in the field. The mockups were left in place
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unt i l the space v;as required for subsequent units. Although the space in the

RMDF was adequate for two or three mockups at any one time, the mockups that

had to be removed were stored so that they could be set up in the future for

working out maintenance problems or for operator training purposes. The final

step in this sequence v/as to have al l the recommendations and design changes

incorporated into the actual design by RHP, the architect-engineer (A-c). Each

mockup was scheduled so that i t would be evaluated before the corresponding

design by the A-E was completed, and hence, any changes identi f ied were easily

incorporated into the detailed design.

Dissolver Vessel Mockup

Because the dissolvers were going to require a long fabrication time, any

design problems in this area had to be solved early. Hence, the dissolver

was chosen as the f i r s t system to be mocked up.. The mockup was designed

for semiremote replacement. The diptubes and the closure v/ere to be remote-

ly replaceable, and the vessel i tse l f would require some contact work for

i t s replacement. The mockup (Figure 4) was constructed from mild steel, and

only the top half was fabricated since no remote operations were required for

the bottom half and the RMDF did not have sufficient headroom for a full- length

dissolver. Where duplicated types of diptubes existed, only ona was included

in the mockup; however, a l l piping around any one diptube jumper was installed

so that al l possible interferences could be observed. The diptube jumper v/as

connected to the dissolver using the three-bolt flange developed for the New
2

Waste Calcining Facil i ty (NWCF). The flange is a raised-face, weld neck

flange fastened with three captive nuts and bolts. A f l a t Grafoil gasket

which has also been proven for use on the MVfCF Project w i l l be used. Figures

4 and 5 show several of' these .-flange sets. Mockup tests. showad_that this.
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syste;;i would not work when one flange face was at right angles to the others.

A Gray]oc-type reinote connector was substituted for one flange sat in these

few cases.

These diptuba jumper designs proved to be quite easy to change out remotely.

If a new juniper was in the cell ready to install, the entire task could be

completed in less than ?. hours. In the facility the old jumper will be

removed for repair or sent to contaminated storage.

A simulate:' cell window provided good viewing for changing these diptuba

jumpers except where direct view was blocked by piping or equipment. TV was

then used; actually, it was possible to complete the entire job using TV as

the only viewing aid.. The most difficult sequence of this task was lining

up the impact wrenches for loosening the captive flanga bolt. This was quite

easy, however, when both the window and TV were used to provide two views at

90° to each other.

The dissolver closure mechanism was also included with this sas-e rcockup

(Figure 6). This cover required opening once for each fuel siibassenfoly charged

to .the dissolver. The lid which seals the dissolver using two Q-ring gaskets

is first raised by a course-thread rotating screw; then the lid is rotated so

that the dissolver opening is clear. A gear motor provides the pdasr for

accoiRplishing both required motions. This sequence of opening and closing

was operated through over 500 cycles, which represents 5 years of plant opera-

tion. During one of these cycles, a simulated pressurized water reactor

subasseribly was levered into the dissolver to ensure that no hangups would

occur, during charging.
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After proving the- successful operation of the closure, complete re::iote re-

plar.e,i:?nt was verifml. The closure is removed in two subasser-blies after removal

of six captive bolts and unplugging a power cord. The task requires both the IMR

and the crane operating together, since the locating alignment pins bi.no1-when

only the crane is used for lifting. Viewing can be through cell windows only,

but TV helps to reduce the time required for aligning the subasseatblies. This

entire closure assembly required only minor modifications to the drive coupling

to i.>?.ke it function in accordance with the criteria.

The Riackup proved that the entire job could be completed in less than one-half

a shift provided spare units were available in the cell.

This particular rnockup has been kept available at the RMDF for demonstrations

to visitors and for operator training. The entire unit is mounted on casters

so that it can be moved when the space is needed for other ir.ockuns.

Product Clarification

So:ne undissolved solids must be removed'front the product stream before pumping

a clarified liquid to the extraction equipment located about 1/4 rrile away in

existing ICPP facilities. The equipment to accomplish this is composed of a

filter, a pump, and a system for removing and canning the solids, the mocktip

was built in two stages; the first stage contained the pump and the solids

handling, and the second stage included the-filter itself and its accessory

valves and piping.
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''•••' liuckup of the ptcnp (Figure 7) was constructed to natch the actual Josiyn

for t f i i j , a _ e an,^ p-jpiĵ f. connection.. However, the motor and pump war? outlined

in srji.ii motai ar.d sand was added to duplicate the weight- This is a relatively

sifi:piv> -!.-.r;itjn f o r rebate replacement, but this mockup demonstrated that when

handl'.;-, flc,aVy equipment, guide pins, bolts, and other components must be over

desi'j-!-.-.; t Q p re, /ent bending since the load on a crane tends to swing and damage

anyt'm.:,f ^^ comes in contact with i t . Except for th is problem, the pu;np remot!

c'naiv:;::...,̂  prov8Ci tc be an easy job; therefore, the only design change was to make

guide :.:r,.. a n d i^olts at least two to three times the strength as original ly design

' ; U i Kiockup of the solids waste loadout station v/as fabricated as designed

excopr, j ( j r m a ter ia ls (mild steel vs. stainless steel) . Figure 8 shows the nsockt-

the P'i-:.<,, yives the impression that there could be many problems, both operatic

and r-:il;{i:,>rU(nce. A waste canister is placed in a holder cart assembly. The ca

is tro.v.,r;.f.cj £Q j-jjg f i l l i n g station where the canister can be raised to connect

to tiu> j^ifQij, o f the f i l t e r blovvback vessel. After f i l l i n g and part ia l ly drying,

the ca;-,j,.|.er - j s iOv;ered and traversed back to a posit ion for capping and removal.

A secc*:;._j ,')l);vmy c anister is attached to tha.blowbacfc vessel in b&tv/ean f i l l i n g s to

collocj- j j f^sjbls drips. Triiversing, raising, ar;d lov/sring is acccrnpl ished usinr;

a 1 r c-k| ' l i te rs . A Grayloc-typs remote connector provides a leaktight connection

the b;>liom o f fc-ne blowback vessel. Electric heaters provide tha capability to dry

the sa'| j , | : ; > j j . ,e s-jniulated operations were accoiKplishsd with only minor changes

1;.., t/rr:ir-j ^.echanisn: was remotely disasse-nbled and reasse;r:'.jl;c (siinulatin

rcmOt.. .-iijrj-ef,;p.cc») in less than ?> hours. Figure--8 shows a canister" tar t . be:i«g'
r ' JVi:••. '.11 units, carts, air cylinders, connectors,, e t c , wars removed down " .

to thr. iyxrz frc.\r.2\'ork.







Almost the erst ire remote capabilities of the cell were required for the

remote replacement of all parts of this mockup. The PaK, crane, master-slaves,

and impact wrench were used in the cell, and windows as well as TV were required

for viewing. Because six separate quick-disconnects for air lines proved difficult

to accomplish, the mockup was redesigned using a manifold where only two captive

bolts are loosened to remove all air lines. When a movie was mada of this

complete sequence, only 4 hours-were required to complete the operating and

remote maintenance sequence.

i

The second psrt of this equipment mockup was 'the filter with its attendant

valves and jumpers (Figure 5). The only difficult task on this niocluip was

replacing a ram-type valve at the bottom of the filter casing. The valve plug

enter:; the vessel to form a flat bottom in order to avoid solids accumulation

in the pipe connecting the vessel to the valve. Assuming the valve fails in the

closed position (ran? up), the valve must be removed with the plug fully extended,

and this in turn causes bending when attempting to remove^ the valve. The valve

is held in place by a remote Grayloc connector. After several junipers are

removed and a counter balance-lifting bail device attached, the valve can be

lowered with the crane. However, this always requires the use of the PaR to

assist in inching the valve ram plug out. Alternate jogging of the crane

and PaR is required. In replacing the valve, the sarno procedure is required;

however, it is assumed that the new valve would have the ram plug in the

retracted position. The remote changeout of tin's val vs could be quite

time-consuming (up to one week'), especially if solids have caused the ram plug

to be tightly stuck in the vessel. Special pulling devices might have to be

devised, which could involve several days' reirate work.
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Other valves in the system were replaced quite easily by disconnecting the

three-bolt flanges and the power cord that is required for limit switches.

For valve jumpers v/ith horizontal flanges, the assembly can be lifted directly,

while those with vertical flanges must be moved away from the mating flange

before lifting. A track and wheels are provided for this horizontal travel.

The filter is a cartridge of many etched disks and can be removed vertically

after unbolting 16 captive bolts. This mockup is still in place since some

modifications may be necessary due to process changes, and these changes

will be incorporated into the mockup for proof testing.

In-Celi Lights

One mockup that was almost an instant success was the in-cell high-pressure

sodium light fixture (Figure 9). This fixture design was the result-of the

combined effort of ENICO, RMP, the remote electrical plug fabricator, and the

fixture fabricator. A standard stainless steel fixture was used as the basic

unit. After the electrical plug and a guiding framework were incorporated,

the fixture evolved as shown in Figure 9. Remote testing in the RMDF indicated

only one change. The seismic restraint was modified slightly so that the Pa.R

could lock and unlock the restraining pin. Only the PaR was required for

complete installation.

The fixture is placed on the framework attached to the cell wall and then

pushed to the left or right, which engages the electrical plug. The seismic

restraint is engaged and the task is complete. Removal is accomplished by

-reversing the procedure*-". TRs entire-cxcle-takes only; a-few-minutes-^ The---

fixture'pictured is aimed!"downward at 4-5°'; however, some of the fixtures are

aimed outward at 90° from the wall. The illumination provided by these lights

-21-
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is calculated to give 3000 lux in areas where the remote work will be required.

'•lockups Not in Cell

In addition to the in-cell mockups, several other systems required remote

testing. A description of three of these follows.

A liquid sample cell mockup (Figure 10) was fabricated to the exact design for

the working parts and a wood-angle iron frame for the cell and view window. Model

G master-slaves were installed as in the actual cell for operations and maintenance

within the sample cell. This system worked very well with only minor design

changes. The system is somewhat unique in that the liquid is circulated through

a small reservoir. Then after a cap on the reservoir is opened, an evacuated

sample bottle with a rubber diaphragm closure is lowered over a double-ended

hypodermic needle to draw a sample from the reservoir. This system eliminates

one needle and the needle block that causes some problems in the usual system

used in fuel reprocessing plants. Also, since a new needle is used for eacli

sample, the diaphragm is less likely to leak during transport. In this system

the sample bottle is placed in a rabbit and sent via pneumatic tube to the lab-

oratory. All vital parts of this system can be replaced by disconnecting three

3

TRU connectors and replacing with a new unit or repairing the one removed-

Remote changeout of HEPA filters was simulated using a Flanders module, a

monorai1 hoist, and a pair of master-slaves (Figure 11). All equipment was

located as in the actual design, and a window was simulated. The entire

sequence worked well, and there should be little difference in the actual setup.

-23-
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The third system checked was a spent resin handling system for the storage

basin water treatment area. Equipment was similar to the in-cell filter solids

handling. However, since there was no crane or PaR, and all tasks had to be done

by using a pair of Model F master-slaves. After some design changes, the system

proved Ojjerable and maintainable. Mirros had to be used for remote maintenance,

and r.iuch practice was required before correct slave motions could be performed.

Future Operations

The next step in this program will be to run through these same tests on the

actual equipment during cold runs scheduled to start in 1583. In the interim

the RMDF will be used for checking construction problems., operator training,

and working out equipment changes necessitated by process or safety-related

changes. ' • •

Conclusions

o To date, mock up testing has saved extensive redesign arid rework tiina

by verification early in the design phase. . .•

o Some changes are expected during cold startup of the FAST Facility, .but

these-should be minor and should not require extensive design tine.

o The RMDF will continue to be useful throughout the entira project life

for operator training..



The present status of the I:AST Project is that the foundations are complete

s»cl the concrete t/alls are being placed. Fabrication of the dissolvar and

coaplcxer vessels from Hastenoy C-T is'approximately 2\i% complete. Shielding

windows are being fabricated, and tha liners will be available for placing in

the walls as concrete is poured. All cranes am on order. Much of the minor

equipment is in th=» bidding stage.
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